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WHEN MARGARET CAVENDISH, one of Elizabeth Iâ€™s Gentlewomen of the Bedchamber, lost

her life in a bungled attempt to kill the Queen, her daughter, Lady Grace, became a protÃ©gÃ©e to

the monarch, who takes Grace under her wing. Now Grace, a spunky girl who romps through the

gardens with the laundry maids and court tumblers and rolls her eyes at her fellow ladies, chronicles

the court intrigues that swirl around her. . . .Itâ€™s the spring of 1569 and 13-year-old Lady Grace,

the youngest lady-in-waiting to the Queen, finds herself at a glittering ball choosing amongst three

suitors. But the Queenâ€™s generosity turns deadly as threats, dark secrets, and even murder

descend on the Tudor court. And it is up to Grace to use her intelligence, stealth, and curious nature

to solve the mystery that threatens the very lifeblood of England.From the Hardcover edition.
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Reason for Reading: This is another book from the Random Bookshelf that I am reading from this

year. This book interested me because of its similarity to the Dear Canada/Royal Diaries books with

the added bonus of being a mystery.Lady Grace Cavendish is 13 years old and one of Queen



Elizabeth I's Maids of Honour (a step below a Lady-in-Waiting). She writes in her daybooke as if it

were a diary about her day to day adventures which become quite exciting. Since the Queen is her

godmother and promised her dead mother that she would acquire a suitable husband for Grace a

party is to be celebrated this Valentine's. Here Grace will pick one of her three suitors to be

handfasted to until she is sixteen and ready for betrothal. By the end of that night Grace has picked

her future husband, a murder has been committed and her betrothed is locked up as the killer with

evidence plainly in sight against him. Grace, with the Queen's approval, sets out to prove his

innocence along with the help of her friends, a laundry girl, and a boy from the acrobatic troupe.The

mystery is fun, Grace is spunky, and the historical setting is quite realistic. All the characters, except

Grace, behave and speak according to the period. Grace herself is a fictional character, but real life

historical figures do take a part in the story. The atmosphere is very anti-Catholic, with quite a lot of

rude prejudiced statements uttered but this is true to history as the time period *was* entirely

anti-Catholic to the point of death and religious wars. The author's historical note does nothing to

explain this bias, though, which is unfortunate. I didn't take to Grace herself as she acted and spoke

as a modern girl would.
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